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FIFA 22 introduces Elite Player Data (EPD), which serves as the core of the
footballing universe in the game. It is a set of data that compiles the attributes,

such as physical, playing and tactical performance attributes of all 27 clubs
included in the game. This unique player data pool is based on highly-accurate

Real Player Motion Capture. The data is created using motion capture data
from a complete football match played by 22 real-life players, who were each
equipped with motion capture suits. It is an extraordinary amount of data to

look at and presents every possible attribute to cater to all teams and players.
FIFA 22 introduces the FUT Draft Draft Champions, the first top-class draft of a
major console release. Draft Champions in FIFA are playable for the first time,
but they retain their original roster of players. Teams around the globe have
been invited to use their FIFA Ultimate Team card packs to build the Draft

Champions, a collection of over 1,300 players to choose from, from legends to
superstars. In addition to Draft Champions, players are now available through
the Player Auction, a new addition to the FIFA franchise. After the player has
been purchased, the player's attributes will be unlocked to create a true elite
player, among the best to ever be released in the franchise. Elite Player Data
(EPD) is a new central feature of FIFA 22. This is the biggest roster of players
ever created for the franchise and is available through Ultimate Team, Player
Picks and monthly Challenges. Every aspect of the players in the game have
been recorded, and EPD has tracked every attribute in all gameplay – from

stamina to skill to ball control and acceleration to strengths and weaknesses.
The Player Builder offers a wide variety of attributes to select, including

physical, playing, and tactical attributes. A number of new gameplay modes
have been added to the FIFA franchise for the first time in the game. The iconic
Ultimate Team mode returns for FIFA 22. In addition to creating a global roster
of players, players can customize their teams, play with up to 99 other players,
and compete in the Annual or League competitions. There are three brand-new
modes to enjoy in FIFA 22: Explore football in the traditional feel of last-person-
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standing mode. Capture the ball, tackle and return the ball to score more
goals. Perfect your skills in Skill Games. Test your dribbling and ball control

skills in a variety of challenges. FIFA 22 also includes three distinct

Features Key:

FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology," which uses motion
capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete,
high-intensity football match in motion capture suits.
Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player in Career Mode,
where you can build your club from the ground up in whichever division
you prefer (PL, PL-2, PLC, PLC-2). Or rise through the ranks in Player
Career Mode, a gameplay-first experience that will include the
challenges that only a player can experience: battling for contracts in a
soccer-specific contract market; competing with your opponent for your
favorite position; and even managing a junior team.
Play in tense matches. Whether you compete against the best players
in the world in a FIFA Ultimate Team match, or earn your spot in a real-
life stadium, the attention to detail translates to the gameplay, with full
360º ball control, dynamic goal celebrations and pitch design that are
influenced by the world's real-life stadiums, such as the "90,000-seater
St. Etienne", "Heineken Rode Park in Eindhoven", and "The Emirates,
the beautiful, modern, iconic London stadium".
New gameplay modes. Compete against friends in Live Link online
competition modes, like the highly-anticipated FUT Showdown mode,
where the top Live players in the world compete at the highest level.
Play with your favorite superstar teammates, like Ronaldo, Lionel
Messi, and Neymar, in the new Pro Clubs. Build your dream team, sign
your favorite players, and play next to your favorite Global Champion in
Pro Clubs. Key Features:
Multiplayer – Now goes beyond kicking a ball around a pitch. EA
SPORTS FIFA introduces large scale online multiplayer action, including
online tournaments, FUT Champions online, FUT Draft and Player Draft,
and a revamped Player Career mode where you can play as an
authentic professional.
FIFA 22 will make big improvements on movement across all gameplay
modes. Realistic collisions and tackles, dynamic ball characteristics,
and ground-breaking movement improvements make for an excellent
online gaming experience.
New camera angles. New controls are built in for the advanced
gameplay, providing the responsiveness that players have come to
expect in FIFA.
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FIFA for the PlayStation®4 redefines gameplay for the 22nd year of the FIFA
franchise. FIFA for the PlayStation®4 redefines gameplay for the 22nd year of

the FIFA franchise. Focused on an all-encompassing Player Intelligence System,
the gameplay of FIFA for the PlayStation®4 is as close to the real game as you
can get. FIFA for the PlayStation®4 redefines gameplay for the 22nd year of

the FIFA franchise. Focused on an all-encompassing Player Intelligence System,
the gameplay of FIFA for the PlayStation®4 is as close to the real game as you
can get. From tackling to passing, the game has been refined and features an
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all-new ball physics model and the Player Impact Engine, which provides
unprecedented control. FIFA for the PlayStation®4 redefines gameplay for the

22nd year of the FIFA franchise. Focused on an all-encompassing Player
Intelligence System, the gameplay of FIFA for the PlayStation®4 is as close to
the real game as you can get. From tackling to passing, the game has been

refined and features an all-new ball physics model and the Player Impact
Engine, which provides unprecedented control. FIFA for the PlayStation®4

redefines gameplay for the 22nd year of the FIFA franchise. Focused on an all-
encompassing Player Intelligence System, the gameplay of FIFA for the

PlayStation®4 is as close to the real game as you can get. From tackling to
passing, the game has been refined and features an all-new ball physics model
and the Player Impact Engine, which provides unprecedented control. FIFA for
the PlayStation®4 redefines gameplay for the 22nd year of the FIFA franchise.
Focused on an all-encompassing Player Intelligence System, the gameplay of
FIFA for the PlayStation®4 is as close to the real game as you can get. From
tackling to passing, the game has been refined and features an all-new ball
physics model and the Player Impact Engine, which provides unprecedented

control. Over 50+ exclusive clubs, 700+ players, all-new stadiums, new
commentary, and new gameplay features Over 50+ exclusive clubs, 700+

players, all-new stadiums, new commentary, and new gameplay features Over
50+ exclusive clubs, 700+ players, all-new stadiums, new commentary, and

new gameplay features Over 50+ exclusive clubs, 700+ players, all-
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Win the World Cup and compete as your favorite club in the FIFA Ultimate
Team. Build your dream squad through the new Player Draft, or improve the

current one by combining players with real-world finances in your unique
Fantasy Draft. Soccer Seasons – Be the best and win the World Cup with your

favorite club – every year. In the new game mode, you can now build your club
and take them all the way to the World Cup. Play through the global football
season all the way through to the World Cup, start again with a new team, or

get the fans talking by bringing back your favourite club team to another
season. Your rivals are watching, so choose your strategy carefully. MyClub –

The most comprehensive club experience ever in a FIFA game. Train new
players, scout for new talents, set up training plans and tactics, and

communicate with players – all from within the game. This is how to be a
manager, like you’ve never been managed. New Champions League – From
the first knockout stage, to the last-four matches, what happens next? Win,

lose, or draw with dramatic twists and surprises. This season, the UEFA
Champions League will bring the drama and excitement of its knockout stage
into your hands. Take over a club, build your squad, and get a say in who’ll be

making your way to Paris. Can you recover from a 2-0 first leg deficit to
Manchester United and live to fight again in the Round of 16? Or can

Manchester City swagger their way to victory over Wolfsburg and be through
to the semi-finals? 20 Players – See why your club is ranked so high. Compare
key stats with your players to see what they can and can’t do, from pace and
strength to vision and skill. Narrow down your search for the right players to

make you a better, stronger, more balanced team. UEFA Euro 2012 – Play the
Euro 2012 qualifiers for your favorite national side. Will you qualify for the

finals in Poland and Ukraine? Send your team through to the knockout stages,
and prepare yourself for the unique challenges of the tournament. Liverpool
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vs. Chelsea Liverpool vs. Chelsea – You’ve got your eyes on the title. Manage
your club and its players through this season’s biggest games to put on a show

at Anfield and take on your arch rivals in front of the Kop. UEFA Super Cup –
Show your skills in this pre-season cup

What's new:

New game mode: FIFA Ultimate Team (FUT)
New FM rivalry: Eastern Europe vs. Latin
America
New national teams: Netherlands,
Montenegro, Serbia and Russia
New kits
New gameplay features: Arena, full-factory
features, “United Pass” and more (Season
Ticket)
11 cities in career mode: Bangkok, Bogota,
Berlin, Bratislava, London, Madrid, Milan,
Mexico City, New York, Saint Petersburg and
Sydney
Career Mode
World XI
FUT Draft – All-new draft experience
Team of the Week
Player of the Week
New teenage players
AI Manager
Improved community, new attendances, and
more
Huge boosts for female players this season.
Season Ticket – All-new weekly and monthly
game plans
First-ever fantasy draft
Improved online connections
The transfer engine has been completely
overhauled
Single-player tournaments (Winter Olympics)
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EA SPORTS FIFA 22 gameplay revealed FIFA
Ultimate Team mode tips Choosing your player

Experience your ULTIMATE team and dominate
the pitch. FIFA ULTIMATE TEAM FIFA Ultimate
Team is the staple of the FIFA franchise. Now

powered by EA SPORTS FIFA 22 and the EA
SPORTS Football Club, it is the first time the

feature has been overhauled since it was
introduced in FIFA 17. Players have an even

greater amount of control over their attributes
and attributes can even be viewed by fellow users

in the FIFA Ultimate Team community. You can
also now purchase packs in the FUT Draft

marketplace for pre-selected players. The FUT
Draft packs are primarily concerned with which
attributes you’d like to be looking to upgrade.
FIFA Ultimate Team has always been the most
fluid and tactical part of the game, but now it’s

been fundamentally advanced. In addition to
packs you can now also unlock players for use in
game. Players can be earned simply by playing

matches in the game or they can be bought from
packs in the FUT Draft marketplace. FUT Draft
packs available at launch are the £1.49, £2.49

and £4.99 packs. These packs are the largest that
have been released in recent years and give
access to a wide range of players. That being
said, there is a lot more variety available for
purchase now, so every player’s skill level is
realistic. The game is fair and the market is

dynamic. FIFA ULTIMATE TEAM now allows you to
gain XP and level up in the game, which allows

you to learn more about different attributes like
dribbling, passing, and more. Your player’s

attributes can now be viewed by other players,
allowing you to strategise your team in the eyes

of the world. Players must now complete
challenges in Ultimate Team Mode to gain

rewards, much like Ultimate Team Challenges.
Acquiring these challenges and all of the rewards
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is as easy as launching a match to play or
choosing an opponent and creating a custom

game. This makes the dynamic of Ultimate Team
much more accessible than before. You can now

unlock FUT Draft packs and earn items at the FUT
Draft store using gameplay or by playing the new

mini-game, the FUT Draft Mode. Significant
updates include: As well as the game’s

revolutionary controls and gameplay, EA
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